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STATEIvIENT OF THE PROBLE]^'!
This study is an attempt to analyze the pictures found
in seven fifth grade American history textbooks, published
between the years 1942 and 194S,
The picture analysis is part of a group thesis plan in
which other members of the group have analyzed the men, the
dates, the maps, the place names, the references, and the
selected events of the same seven history textbooks.
The letter preceding each book is the code letter rep-
resenting that book throughout the present study,
A. Barker, Eugene C,, Alsager, Marie; and Webb,
Walter P,, The Story of Our Country . New York:
Row Peterson and Company, 1943*
B. Beeby, Daniel J,; Hanna, Joyce L., and McClure,
C. H., Our Country. New York: Laidlaw Brothers,
1942.
C. Cordier, R. W,
,
and Robert, E. B., History of
Young America . New York: Rand McNally Social
Studies Series, 194B.
D. Kelty, Mary G-., The Story of Life in Early
America . Boston: Ginn and Company, 1947.
E. Lansing, Marion; Chase, W. Linwood; and Nevins,
Allan, Makers of the Americas . Boston: D. C.
Heath and Company, 1947.
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G. Moore, Clyde B.; Painter, Fred B,; Carpenter,
Helen M.
;
and Lewis, Gertrude M., Building Our
America . New York: Charles Scribner’s and
Sons, 1948,
These books were examined for:
1. The total number of pictures in each book, the
total number of text pages in each book, and the total
number of text pages per illustration.
2. The size of the pictures in each book.
3. The coloring of the pictures in each book,
4. The number of pictures with captions, the number
of pictures without captions, and the various forms of
captions found in the various books,
3. The types of pictures found in each book,
6. The number of pictures to each page in each book.
7. The location of pictures on each page of each
book.
8. The location of pictures in relation to their ac-
companying textual matter,
9. The number of texts that included a list of col-
ored pictures in their tables of contents, the number of
texts that denoted pictures in their indices, and the num-
ber of texts that mentioned the pictures of the texts in
their activities.
10.
The number of pictures that included people and
TuO ; .rtjjg J.-’ .Piv'ji.I i;; ;.':
rrrfc ""a ’ ‘li^’aci : .lioY "'e"' ..">' 'teinii.
;i:-o:'
no*! bsnia.uijjc© &*it.:V,' :-.iloocf <>29riT
,iloo6 doBi:' ill ae'-ij.'doiq; lo isdiUir.'x erlT
9itd i)n.t .:-toocf iIok., ^;.c cTxcrJ ic tistoe XeuCJ
.floXC9'xdo;jXIx 'xoq lo isdrum
.rlood :.i osiijcrol.^ o*lJ Id e,uie &:iT
o d rfO"-s ni hsTt»doiq srlcr *':o snlioloo sUT
lodiTiL';.; srf-t ,?.ncid'.ifcs i.dj'A' ssiujsiq *'.o isdnuju silT .A
1-0 a.'TXo'l &*/o2if^v &rrF. .r-mcid-gjso dL'-oilulw ssisd'olq to
.,.,noocf e;joj'10v s;;r nl hnijo'l eiioiJ'-jPS
,-?Tood ilo/vo ai L:::jjDi e-criiJs-tolq to aeq^c-t edT
.V-OOJ roi-‘i> Hi ci fcS'u/loiq to 'iciiXif/A .0
ioey to s^£-q doss no a^iuiolq to hoIjboqX sal .V
. ..
*
-OB •lisiU od xioio>.^l3*x 'll o&i'iioiq to uoii.sooj: edT
, ':‘jqcrj^ui Isuaxsd sni-'^niiqf’joo
to jBir B bebjjionx JBdd adxoo to ledraL'ii sdT
to ‘ii)dmsn etiJ ,t«...©jnoo I;.' ceXd_B:i 'iJ'd:* nl asiadoiq fcoio
-.niux. -I'riid bnj?
,
^soiLiii liodd ni soit/aolq hedcnsb dsnt adxsd
ml filxoj s.({& to '.^siutolq erict i^exioit/isor jFdt sdxoJ' to led
.i^sidlvitoa lioilJ
ijr.B elqOoq trojioj.i eyii JoIq to lotom exlT .01
the number of pictures that did not include people.
11. The alphabetical listing and frequency rating of
people appearing in the pictures of each of the seven text-
books .
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Recent years have witnessed many changes in the pic-
tures of elementary textbooks, especially the social stud-
ies books. In some of the present-day geography and his-
tory books, pictures comprise one of the chief features.
In the reading field, much research on the illustra-
tions contained in primary and intermediate grade books
has been effected. As reading is so directly connected
with history, it was thought v/orthwhile to mention some of
the results found in this area.
Milleri/ found that there was no agreement on the best
illustrative technique. The choice of illustrations is
probably determined by the personal ideas of the artist,
the publisher’s ideas, and the cost of reproducing the
pictures.
Mellinger^ made a study of 821 children in grades
one, three, and five for the purpose of finding out whether
i/william A. Miller, "The Picture Choice of Primary
Grade Children,” Elementary School Journal 37: 273-82,
December, 1936.
^Bonnie E. Mellinger, "Children’s Interests in Pic-
tures,” Teachers College Contributions to Education, No.
516, New York":“Teachers College, uoiumbia University, New
York, 1932.
..r /.a-mna
;H’J'fA--aTlj: SHT UO W21 ‘ :>•:
-oi.q wi.f a4 8 f: 3 afa.ao ’,:aiffl teri ian'd'lyf tvafl .-/tbov .j;;&d©h
- j-iijJ’c. £elooa sjf;<1
.
IX'Hioaqrio j&jiooa.Jxea- -r^itaj Hi.' Ic-s lo 39*ia/^
III-.; ’^ifqB'inoo^ ^-Jne' A'lq ariJ ^0 3iT0 n n' .a?ioori at*;,
.eeif/qcal l£jl ;‘6 arfj lo ^'iTo sei-ivii^ico e&uJoiq jEiioocf
-.: i^e.vi:.i eac no iioinssei aoLfiH ^rioty'i ed^ fll
a>lo <-'0 etj3'£s £^vrr:2J£*0in^.--. Jni bns ‘tc ;:.E b&ii.ln j.tioo eiioi'!'
'bactoannoo t-T- of ^J: ^hIdbo'X rA - .vtoslle naacf Eij;i
lo amof ncl^neai OJ gIj. :^wd^^'Iow asvj 3.^ ,’£-tou 8 /r[ rfctiw
.issriB sill? iii ^trjjot s?Iuae.'i aii?
i.iJ fic Jnoffio-T'iaB 0 -: a.6 ;> s'xexl? ?bxI? brmo'i A^tio C rjM
al ?,noi?oT;Jao o':/ 'to 0o.rcxfo. . -- ixpiniivoe? av]?B'i?Eu.r.Il
,?si?T:B QiiJ lo &se*M I-enoEiyq ^ild boniinis-Jsb '^iGBcfo'tq
oilcx "^n.i:oxfbo'iiLy‘i lo ??,oo ©r(j biiB .s/zabi e ’ 'ioilailcfi/q an?
aybiJXL^ -ti na'ibixrfo ,J[bi8 lo xbisja a abauT NSTiaonl-CXaM
iHdi'mU ?;jc lo Ocioq'inq sxl? 'tol ovil bxtr. , 9 oixf?
VT:B'':.iTi lo ooionO oti/?oM e/Xfl**’ .larii , . iitBi.CIJv:\i.
.r.8~i'V? ;Xe' Xe n.uoTi locfibB ".narxbliaO Qb^\V>
.'X^fX ,"IfcCflil90 0C
V c
-oM ax e?S0Tr:?nI t CI/iO”
,
aai^/r oCIoivv .‘rt si/'O.oH















children preferred black or white illustrations, and wheth-
er they preferred a conventionalized style or a realistic.
She reported that
:
1. Children have decided preferences.
2. Prefer color to black and white.
3. Prefer realistic rather than conventionalized
styles
.
In the social studies field, Melbo and Watermani/ re-
ported that pictures accounted for from twenty to tv/enty-
five per cent of the content of geography textbooks. There-
fore these pictures should function as teaching aids, and
not as ornaments for the book.
Goodykoontz,^ in her evaluation of illustrations in
textbooks for children in grades six through eight, implied
that a close relationship exists between the text and the
reading of pictures. She concluded that although pictures
undoubtedly provide vicarious experiences which add to un-
derstanding, further evidence is necessary in order to help
authors and publishers in the selection and arrangement of
pictures, and to aid teachers in educating children to use
pictures effectively.
i/irving R. Melbo and Ivan R. Waterman, ’’Pictures in
Our Geography Textbooks, Elementary School Journal, 36:
362- 76 .
^Bess Goodykoontz, ’’Relation of Pictures in Reading
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According to Hartley^/ ’’the history texts today are
for the most part quite well illustrated,” He has con-
sidered the qualities which characterize a well illus-
trated American history textbook, and has given the fol-
lowing criteria.
A. Overall Design
1. Illustrations should be smoothly woven into
text and constitute an integral part of the
story,
a. Graphs, charts, pictures, maps and text
closely integrated and used as tools to
develop major understandings.
b. Illustrations follow the central theme
and avoid distracting details.
c. Related illustrations should be placed
in juxtaposition to show comparison,
contrast or change.
2. The textbook should form an artistic whole,
a. Monotony of black type on white sheet
should be broken by attractive and eye-
appealing illustrations.
b. A judicious use of color adds artistic
appeal and helps emphasize important
points,
c. Spirited title page and well designed
chapter headings should be appropriate
to the main theme of the book.
d. An attractive cover should be suggestive
of the subject of the book.
e. A variety of different types of illus-
trations should be included, tastefully
arranged; not one map after the other,
nor one color print after the other.
f. A goodly number of photos, sketches, and
graphic devices should be prepared ex-
pressly for the text.
IL V/illiam H. Hartley, "Audio-Visual Materials and
Techniques," The Study and Teaching of American History
.
Richard E. Thursfield, editor. Seventeenth Y'e'^book of the
National Council for the Social Studies, Washington. D. C.,
1946. pp. 307-308.
r"H 8 ?a»u viooPii.-^ f o.ci- 3r.ij:ao<>o.-
--iico fiBil »H " . riev.' ^Tif-.q .laoiJi 9£lj ricl.
-ai.'II.f Clew e ilociiW aei<^’.roi;p rxlc^ ie-iafels
-.Co'i sritl aevl.i\ aexl i)H.o <io^cfctx9t vTOo8j.ri iiBoiTioiiLA.
. 'jXijtwcI
ns c sea XIb*i©v'' ...
o^ni Bitvoyi *>cf &Ix/cx!3 Eaolii-i'x-^RiJll'^ .1
Oilcf 1c Ii''ig8.'^ni xuB ectBqiJp.cioo -Xx&q
?xbJ fcnB sqBm ^st'u'w'oxc , -iiiqB'ii.' ,.r.
cct eloo^J 8C bea;; ban bsJB'XaBjnl vXf?nc>io
. e^al biiK ip.'ieinvj 'xo i, 6in qo r eve b
sriexlcf XB'xa'n& . ©iU woIXo'v c^iio .0
.aXInJ-ex' 3nx;foB-' tail) bXov '- baB
becniq CO' tXaCils sjaoicf.Bic^'axxII I boJ'ftXsH .
jnosi*-i:Bq.^oo v oils oq no.i:^ bsoqtatxi/t ai
.eqnBHu 10 ct'cBnd'noo
. oi J'., I. :.;- jnol bXi.<on.t; :^^ocdqy.9it a:iT .
jsaxi& ;?JIri.v QO 1c Viiojono:... .a
-w 'e 0fiB evidoanddn vd neJo'id od b Iiuc.de
. ao 1 d c-'i'd2 jjI. II j- .ii Ia©qr B
oi.Ta.Ui'ix: ^ i bsi 'XoXoxj 1o ©an 2,uoitiiQXf[; ;. , d
jaBdioqaLX 9cii ejs.diififv 6cl«x{ biie iBsqqB • •
, Rju i.Oq
bprr’.; iT.e? XXov/ ban b©:: l'iiqc .
-3d bluoiis a^j^ubfod -leJqBsio
.jrlooa' odd io eici9ff.d iii/suxO^ild od
svx^T'- 5,xrp ad b Cuodc 'tnvou i‘ ''•-• Old d.e . f3
.:?{ood edd to da©i.dQB ©dd I0
-cuLIl I0 dnenslllb I0 ^ ^‘'
7.1 la-lodaod j.bobaloai sd bluci'n cnolcr^nd
j'lBrido odd TBddB qfiiJT ©no ; boi^ar-nno
,':edJo oad iwdlo dniiq 'icJ.co f-.i:o non
1\19 ,osjioi6,?’e ,e^ v'-;>iiq lo.'iod/ru-a vXbooa A .1
~xs b&‘ioq&*xq oJ bla'Oiie aooZ '. ©0 aiiiqs'is
.dxc j ©dd X0I
tan elainedyZ’? iBneiV-oxbi/A’^ .ae.fXX
^••cGdeZH njBoXM •="".' 10 ‘^.nidOBeT ozvb Yt-'Z'X- •• -dT ”t








The type of illustration should be suited
to the purpose to be served.
a. Photographs for human interest and
people in relation to their environ-
ment .
b. Maps, plans, and charts to place events
in relation to each other and in rela-
tion to the environment.
c. Charts, graphs, and tables to present
quantitative data.
d. Diagrams, charts, and blue prints to
show processes.
4. Captions should be appropriate and chal-
lenging.
a. Should add to text, illustrating points
in the text and challenging the reader
with questions or directions as to pos-
sible learnings from the illustrations.
b. Not too long but not too brief.
c. Captions should not introduce new words
or phrases without explaining them.
5. Illustrations should be suited to the grads
level for which the text is designed.
6. Illustrations should not stress the exotic
or unusual. They should not present these
as the usual or typical.
7. Illustrations should not be too somber.
They should show a sense of humor and ap-
peal to the imagination.
8. Illustrations should not be numbered but
should be referred to simply by the page
upon which they appear.
9. All illustrations should be large enough
to be easily studied, probably a half
page minimura.
10.
They should be well placed on the page and
not lost in a corner nor overcrowding the
text
.
Up to the present time, there has been little perti-
nent material for the analysis of pictures contained in
fifth grade American history textbooks.
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bii.3- jc.ei.eunj rieimi io'. eriq^^'t^/oJon'-i .
Vi':3 'i.tedri' od noidfCe-i ni rlqo.tq
. daeia
a:!.i9Vv 3ui:C'.< vj him ^enriq ji<j. .d
-'.ic-i n: Oixr> x&fiJ'o aoev oa nO'i^JeXoi rri
, ^tneiiiidil vne eriJ od noX.t
uae-ie-rq oC one , advir.i.i jacfisriO .o
.^'3j.‘b ev.Lwj3uiui]s>;ij
oo' a»i'i '2 iq saXcf ,fcaa
5
ex1 'i/;'X" .BSJi'V..j:-LCl ,'
. =^e.'’''.rjOO*tq. i^.'oaa
'a- eCfHXlvioiqq,- v.- hSx^oiia SiioXdce’j
. 3112 Xu :& -'
edfiirq ':a: j.jri'. iutsaT. i : .^'xeJ o:t bJbjp f:iXjj-o,i.c. ,r.
ie' .-a-'r 'ea; 7 '" ITeiio b:Uj 3xs:i eiiu nX
-aoq r.j- NC: K.-c i .’..*e xj b io e.ja.o 2 u<v.aijf! li^riA'
. s lie 1 cJm ?. i iX X i , e ri X I'l j1
2
- c7, £t2 iriae X e IdXa
.2 :'?,id ood cron duX jjnoi xjod do a , :
e/iioiv ViTfr.., ar'j ''oidiLt del: c.£x/on:i »i;ioIdq.: ,G
.
:,aliJ.^-Xqxe larcndlxv 10
e:j'-‘f3 eiij o.t bedXwa sd bluode anol.tr.idyo'c [] , ?
, 0 ?’^;;: iaf. t> -:,l died eiij xioliXA 10I level
oldoxe anJ er vida don feXj./oa> enoXda'ixrcLfX 'X .d
x5;;8r..c- direceK: don Xlav-ie \a4'l ic
. f^oiityd • 1C i.ooeo erf? aa
.
’:. jrfrritM-'. ood '!?cl dor: binoito enuXdxidsa I ' ,V
7’ Xma lojLJfl 2o - ano3 c v,cnX bSuOi^a •''aaf'T
.no i den.cjiM'ai vild od Xa&n
diid" Xe-LedaiiJu so doa bSuoda aaoiadidcoXI
I
ai,p.q ejid \i tfqnjf od jbenelsi 30 Muoito
,'T^idtjq.^^ \;e:ld rioi iioqi;
iXT,uone e^iijl 0 : it/aoda cncldaida ji.Ci XXA
1 C/al 9 •! tXoiXnde xlidBe ed Ow
o rt/,aXn/ii e3.aq
bii;e v>2,f.q; olid .'lo bi^opiXq Ilew ed 5Xi'' ''if& y;oilT .01




Xdisq eXdvi2£ iteot aari ©leiid ^s^ud diiceeii ©ild od qiT
at benX.Bdnoo aoiadoiq lo eieT^I^ne "xfu 10I XaliodjBiu, dnen
.aaoodJxed v;ioda 2 X xiboXiokiA ©J\813 udlil
i ^.ia'’j£ene vc-oddaod no X-deXqiEcq naed eaii iiov^ oinoB
•Vm-
general. Certain theses and service papers were consulted
in the carrying out of this study.
Conforthi/ made an analysis of World War I as con-
tained in ten junior high school books.
In her textbook analysis of ten junior high school
books, Walsh^also analyzed the treatment of World War I
in textbooks published since the Conforth study was made.
Bixby^ has analyzed the treatment of Africa in eight
sixth grade geography books.
On a fifth grade level, one textbook study by V^ortersii^
analyzed ten textbooks to compare the purely verbal activi-
ties with the other activities.
Also, on a fifth grade level, Edwards^ analyzed the
people found in American history textbooks.
i/nary C. Conforth, ’’The World War In Ten Junior High
School History Textbooks,” Unpublished Master’s thesis,
Boston University, 1932.
^Emily L. Walsh, ”An Analysis of the Treatment of the
World War In Ten Junior High School History Textbooks,” Un-
published Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1946.
^Edith P. Bixby, ’’The Treatment of Africa in Eight
Sixth Grade Geography Books,” Unpublished Master’s Service
Paper, Boston University, 1946.
it/Norma L. Worters, ”An Analysis of Fifth Grade Text-
books To Compare The Purely Verbal With The Other Activi-
ties,” Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1943*
•^Mary M. Edwards, ”An Analysis of People in Fifth
Grade American History Textbooks,” Unpublished Master’s Ser-
vice Paper, Boston University, 1947.
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Having based this analysis on the finding of Goody-
koontz^ that further evidence is needed to help authors,
publishers, and teachers in the selection and arrangement
of pictures, and the criteria for ihaerican history text-
books given by Hartley, 2/ the writer has analyzed the pic-
tures found in seven fifth grade American history text-
books.
i/Bess Goodykoontz, "Relation of Pictures in Reading




^V/illiam H. Hartley, "Audio-Visual Materials and
Techniques," The Study and Teaching of American History,
Richard E. Thursfield, editor. Seventeenth Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies, V/ashington, D. C..
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PROCEDURE USED IN THE STUDY
The seven books that were chosen by the group working
on textbook analysis of fifth grade American history books
were selected on a basis of recent publication and present
use in the elementary schools.
The textbooks that were used are listed below^. The
letter preceding the name of each book represents the text-
book throughout the study, and is used as a code letter.
A. Barker, Eugene C., Alsager, Marie; and Webb,
Walter P., The Story of Our Country . New York:
Row Peterson and Company, 1943.
B. Beeby, Daniel J.; Hanna, Joyce L., and McClure,
C. H., Our Country. New York: Laidlaw Brothers,
1942.
C. Cordier, R. W., and Robert, E. B., History of
Young America . New York: Rand McNally, 194B.
D. Kelty, Mary 0., The Story of Life in Early
America . Boston: G-inn and Company, 194*^.
E. Lansing, Marion; Chase, W. L inwood; and Nevins,
Allan, Makers of the Americas . Boston: D. C.
Heath and Company, 1947.
F. Maguire, Edna, America Then and Now. New York:
Macmillan Company, 194B.
0. Moore, Clyde B.; Painter, Fred B.; Carpenter,
Helen M.
;
and Lewis, G-ertrude M., Building Our
America . New York: Charles Scribner’s and
Sons, 1948.
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All of the pictures in the aforementioned books were .






and pages of copy per picture
,
'
The total number of pages were first determined by
adding all of the numbered pages including textual matter,
A total number of pictures for each book was found. The
!
pictures in the frontispiece, the activities, and the table
of contents were included in this count. No symbolic pic-
tures used as decorative material were tabulated.
Next, the number of pages of copy per illustration for
each book was determined by dividing the total number of
pages of each book by the total number of pictures, giving !|
an average number of text pages for each illustration con-
tained in all of the pages of the individual books.
Size , For purposes of classification, each picture of each
book was tabulated according to size - a double page pic-
ture, a full page picture, a picture covering from more
than a half to a full page, one covering from a quarter to
a half page, and one covering less than a quarter of a page,
A double page denoted a picture taking two full pages,
and excluded any printed material, except captions. If a
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part of the picture v/as tabulated as a separate picture.
Coloring . In a preliminary examination of the illustra-
tions of the books included in this study, it was found
that none of the pictures contained more than four colors.
Therefore the coloring of a picture was classified as two-
colored, four-colored, or black and white. Each picture
of each book was then tabulated under the aforementioned
categories, and a total for each type of coloring was found
Captions . Captions were found in six of the seven books;
it was decided to tabulate the total number of captions in
each book.
The form of a caption is of importance in the inter-
have apparently succeeded in making the picture effective
by brief comments or by directive questions.”
Captions were then classified according to the follow-
ing forms: questions, statements, phrases, or a combination
of questions and statements.
Types of pictures . For purposes of classification accord-
ing to type, the pictures of the seven books were divided
into three categories - drawings, paintings, and photographs,
i/sdgar B. Wesley, Teaching The Social Studies , Boston:
D. C. Heath and Company, 194^. PP» 341-342.
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in this study, denoted a picture executed
in black or white or colors by illustrators for a particu-
lar text.
A painting signified the reproduction of works done
by artists for museums and public use and then reproduced
in the texts.
A photograph was classified as an image taken with a
camera and reproduced in a textbook.
Distribution of pictures to each page of text . The distri-
bution of pictures to a page of a text was found by going
through each page and counting the number of pictures on
each page of each book. Those pages tabulated as pages
without pictures also included the pages that contained
maps, graphs, and charts, but no pictures. The pages were
tabulated as those without pictures, those with one pic-
ture, those with two pictures, and those v/ith three or more
pictures
.
Location of pictures on each page of textbooks . The pic-
tures of the seven textbooks were next tabulated according
to their location on a page - those that were located in the
upper half of a page, those that occurred in the middle of a
page with textual matter above and below the pictures, and
those that appeared on the lower half of a page.
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Location of pictures in relation to accompanying: textual
matter . ’’Illustrations should be smoothly woven into the
text and constitute an integral part of the story,” Hart-
It was decided to tabulate the location of pictures
in regard to textual matter according to six categories.
Those pictures that had their textual matter on the same
page were tabulated. If any part of the textual matter
ran on to any other page, as well as on the picture page,
it was tabulated as being on the same page as the picture.
The next classification was that of those pictures
that preceded the textual matter, but faced it; that is,
those pictures that were on the left-hand side of a double
page.
The third classification was that in which the text-
ual matter preceded the picture, that is, a double page on
which the picture occurred on the right-hand side of the
double page.
The fourth classification was that of a picture which
had its related textual matter on the page following, but
not facing it.
i/william H. Hartley, ’’Audio-Visual Materials and Tech-
niques,” The Study and Teaching of American History , Richard
E. Thursfield, editor. Seventeen^ Yearbook of the National
Council for the Social Studies, 7/ashington, D. C. 1942,
pp. 30^-30^.
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A fifth classification was one in which the picture
followed the textual matter, and did not face it.
A final classification was that in which there was no
textual matter immediately preceding or following a pic-
ture, either on a facing or a non-facing page, but oc-
curred in other pages of the text. This last type of pic-
ture was found to be the type that introduced new section
of a book, or one with related textual material occurring
two or three pages a.-way from it.
Books that included a list of colored illustrations
.
books
that indicated illustrations in their indices
.
books that
mentioned pictures in their activities . In order to find
out what books included a list of colored illustrations,
each table of contents was consulted, and the results tabu-
lated. It was thought worthwhile also to indicate which
books mentioned their pictures in their indices. This was
determined by going through all of the indices, and finding
which ones mentioned illustrations or pictures.
Mat books mentioned their own illustrations in their
activities? This was determined by going through all of the
activities at the ends of chapters or units to see if the
textbook’s pictures were mentioned. Examples of these ac-
tivities were STUDY EXERCISES (Book B): CAN YOU PROVE IT?
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(Book D); TALKING TOGETHER, INTERESTHTG THINGS TO TRY, and
LET’S READ (Book E)
.
Pictures that included people
.
pictures that did not In-
clude people . Hartley,y in his criteria for textbook
illustrations, states that photographs for human interest
and people in relation to their environment should be a
type of picture found in history textbooks. Therefore it
was decided to determine how many pictures of each text-
book included people, and how manjr did not. People, in
this tabulation, signified either real persons, or ficti-
cious, or models used as backgrounds for pictures.
V/ho were the people shown in these pictures? The
people were found by combing the pictures, the accompany-
ing textual matter, the captions, and the indices which
indicated pictures. They were listed alphabetically for
each textbook, and the frequency of their appearance in the
individual pictures was tabulated.
Number of portraits . Although portraits were tabulated as
pictures including people, it was thought profitable to
tabulate them also as portraits . A portrait, in this study,
i/vVilliam H. Hartley, ’’Audio-Visual Materials and Tech-
niques,” The Study and Teaching of American History
.
Richard
E. Thursfield, editor. Seventeenth Yearbook of the National
Council for the Social Studies
.
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denoted a likeness of an individual in v/ater colors, oils,
pen and ink, or a photograph. No attempt v/as made to
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The data were analyzed to detennine the characteris-
tics of the pictures included in seven fifth grade American
history textbooks.
Pictures were analyzed according to their number,
their size, their coloring, their captions, their types,
their distribution to each page, their location on a page,
their location in regard to accompanying textual matter,
the number that included people and the number that did
not include people.
The people who appeared in the pictures of the seven
American history textbooks were analyzed according to the
number of times of appearance in the various textbooks,
and according to their appearance in the pictures as re-
lated to their appearance in the Wesley^Report of the
Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges,
i/committee on American History in Schools and Col-
leges, American History in Schools and Colleges. New
York , Macmillan C ompany
,
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TABLE I
MTi-.IERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NTBABER OF PAGES,
TOTAL NUl^ffiER OF PICTURES, AND TOTAL NUMBER OF
PAGES OF TEXT PER PICTURE FOWD IN SEVEN




of text Number of pictures
Number of pages of
text per picture
A 457 218 2.1
B 363 74 4.9
C 234 164 1.4
D 380 234 2.3
E 442 207 2.1
F 430 287 1.5
G 451 188 2.4
Totals 2959 1392 2.39 Average
Textbooks A, B, C, D. E, F, and G contained a
total of 2959 pages of text. They had a total of 1392
pictures, and averaged 2.39 pages of text to each picture
The number of pages of text ranged from 380 page
in Book D to 234 pages in Book C. Book A had the second
largest number of pages of text with a total of 437 pages
and Book G ranked third with a total of 451 pages.
The number of pictures in each book varied from
287 in Book F to 74 in Book B.
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Book D had the second largest number of pictures -
254
,
while Book B had the third largest number - 207.
The number of pages of text per picture varied from
1.4 in Text C to 4*9 in Text B. Text G had the second
greatest number of pages of text per picture - 2 . 4 . Text
D had the third largest number of pages of text per picture
with an average of 2.3 pages per picture.
Book F had the greatest number of pictures in rela-
tion to the number of pages of text. It had 287 pictures
to 430 pages of text.
Book B had the smallest number of pictures in rela-
tion to the number of pages of text. It had seventy-four
pictures to 363 pages of text.
Book D had had the second greatest number of pictures
in relation to the number of pages of text. It had 234
pictures to 380 pages of text, and Book E had the third
largest number of pictures in relation to the number of
pages of text. It had 207 pictures to 442 pages of text.
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TABLE II
IWMERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS SIZES OF














A 0 10 27 160 21 218
B 0 6 1 53 14 74
0 0 11 1 128 24 164
D 2 41 22 169 20 254
E 0 12 35 143 17 207
F 0 14 92 130 51 287
G 15 9 30 119 15 188
Totals 17 103 208 902 162 1392
In textbooks A, B, C, D, E, F and G there were seven-
teen double-page
;
pictures, 103 full page pictures. 208
more than half to full page pictures, 902 quarter to half
page pictures, and l62 less than quarter page pictures.
Five books out of the seven had no double page pic-
tures. Book D had two double-page pictures while Book G
had fifteen.
Full page pictures were found in all of the seven
textbooks. Book D had the greatest number of this size
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rsix. Book F ranked second in largest number of full page
pictures with a total of fourteen pictures.
More than half to full size pictures were found in
all seven books. Book F had the greatest number of this
size - ninety-two. Books B and C had only one each of
this size picture. Book 2 ranked second in number with
thirty-five, and Book G had thirty of the more than half
to full size page pictures.
The greatest number of pictures were found in the
q.uarter to half page category. Book D had the greatest
number of this size - I69. Book B had the smallest number-
fifty-three. Book E had the second largest number of this
size picture with a total of 143
,
and Book F had the third
largest number with a total of 130.
Less than quarter size pictures were also found in
all of the seven textbooks. Book F had the largest number
of this size with a total of fifty-one, and Book B had the
smallest number with a total of fourteen. Book E had the
second largest number of the less than quarter size pic-
tures with a total of twenty-four, and Book D ranked third
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TABLE III
IvTUI^ERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THU COLORING FOUl^D IN






Pictures Black and 'i/Vhite Total
A 150 0 68 218
B 0 74 0 74
C 5 0 159 164
D 7 0 247 254
E 0 102 103 207
F 0 0 287 287
G 0 16 172 188
Total 162 192 1038 1392
In textbooks A, B, C, D, E, F, and G there were l62
two-colored pictures, 192 four-colored pictures, and 1038
black and white pictures.
Three of the seven textbooks had two-colored pictures,
while four of them did not have this type of colored pic-
ture. Book A had the greatest number of two-colored pic-
tures - 150 . Book D had the next greatest number of this
type of colored picture - seven. Book C ranked third with
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Three of the seven textbooks had four-colored pic-
tures. Book E had the greatest number of this type of
coloring v;ith a total of 102. Book B had the second
greatest number of four-colored pictures, and Book G
ranked third with a total of sixteen pictures.
By far, the greatest number of pictures were in black
and white. Six books out of the seven had some black and
white pictures. Book B did not have any black and white
pictures. The greatest number of black and v\;'hite pictures
were found in Book F which had a total of 287 of this type
of picture. Book D had the second greatest number of
black and white pictures v/ith a total of 247. Book G ranked
third with a total of 172 pictures.
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TABLE IV
mffiRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE NTO.ffiER OF PICTURES
V/ITH CAPTIONS, THE NUl'ffiER MTHOUT CAPTIONS,
AND THE VARIOUS FORI.1S OF CAPTIONS FOUND IN
SEVEN FIFTH GRADE A3.ffiRICAI'I HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Captions with.
Pictures Pictures Captions Captions combination of
with without in State- in Phrase Question and
Book Captions Captions ment Form Form Statement
A 101 117 101 0 0
B 57 17 57 0 0
C 111 53 23 88 0
D 254 0 54 98 102
E 0 207 0 0 0
F 10 277 6 4 0
G 188 0 188 0 0
Totals 721 671 429 190 102
In textbooks A, B, 0, D, E, F, and G there were 721
pictures with captions and 6?1 without captions. Of the
721 pictures with captions, none was in Question Form, 429
were in the form of a statement, 190 were in phrase form.
and 102 combined a question and a statement.
Book D had the greatest number of pictures with cap-
tions - 254. Book E contained no captions. Five out of
the seven textbooks contained a combination of pictures
with captions and pictures without captions. Both books
n 1
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D and G had captions with every picture.
Book F contained the greatest number of pictures with-
out captions - 277. Book S had the second greatest number
of pictures without captions - 207. Book A had the third
greatest number without captions - 117. Both books D and
G had no pictures without captions.
Books A, B, and C had all of their captions in state-
ment form.
Books C and F had a combination of captions with state
ments and phrases.
Book D was the only book which contained all three
forms of captions - statements, phrases, and combinations
of questions and statements.
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TABLE V
Nm/ERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPE OF PICTURES
FOUND IN SEVEN FIFTH GRADE
AI\ffiRICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Book Drawings Paintings Photographs Total
A 218 0 0 218
B 73 1 0 74
C 164 0 0 164
D 122 62 70 254
E 207 0 0 207
F 287 0 0 287
G 61 54 73 188
Totals 1132 117 143 1392
In textbooks A, B, C, D, E, F, and G there were 1132
drawings, 117 paintings, and 143 photographs.
Books A, C, E, and F contained only that type of pic-
ture designated as a drawing. Book F contained the great-
est number of drawings - 287. Book A contained the second
greatest number of drawings - 218. Book E contained the
third greatest number of drawings - 207. Book G had the
least number of drawings - sixty-one.
Books B, D, and G contained pictures designated as
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Book D had the greatest number of paintings - sixty-two.
Book G- had the second greatest number of paintings - fifty-
four. Book B had one picture designated as a painting.
Two books, D and G, contained photographs. Books A,
B, C, E, and F did not contain any photographs. Book G
contained the greatest number of photographs - seventy-
three .
By far the greatest number of pictures were classi-
fied as drawings.
TABLE VI
liai'iSRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE iTUlvIBER OF PICTURES
TO EACH PAGE IN EACH FIFTH GRADE
AMERICAIT HISTORY TEXTBOOK









3 or more Total
A 251 202 2 2 457
B 300 62 2 1 365
C 122 14 9S 0 234
D 317 261 2 0 580
E 241 199 2 0 442
F 133 291 6 0 430
G 285 155 11 0 451
Totals 1649 1184 123 3 2959
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In textbooks A, B, C, D, E, E, and G there were l649
pages without pictures, 1184 pages with one picture, 123
pages with two pictures, and three pages with three or
more pictures.
The greatest number of pages did not include pictures.
Of the pages that did include pictures, the one picture to
a page was the most popular arrangement.
The number of pages without pictures varied from 317
in Book D to 133 in Book E. Book B had the second greatest
number of pages without pictures
-300, and Book G the third
greatest number - 285.
The number of pages with one picture varied from 291
in Book E to fourteen in Book C. Book D had the second
greatest number with one picture to a page - 26l, and
Book A the third greatest vvrith 202 pages that had only
one picture.
The number of pages with two pictures varied from
ninety-eight in Book C to two in Books A, B, and E.
The number of pages with three pictures, or more,
were very much in the minority. Five books out of the
seven did not contain any such arrangement of pictures.
These were books C, D, E, E, and G. Book A had only tv\ro
pages with three or more pictures, and Book B had one page
with three or more pictures.
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TABLE VII
NLI'IERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THF. LOCATION OF PICTURES











A 113 94 1 10 218
B 42 3 22 7 74
C 82 70 7 5 164
D 125 87 2 40 254
S 87 76 30 14 207
F 172 90 8 17 287
G 152 3 1 32 188
Tota:Is 773 423 71 125 1392
In textbooks A, B, C, D, E, F, and G there were 773
pictures which were located on the upper half of a page,
423 pictures which were located on the lower half of a
page, 71 pictures which were situated in the middle of a
page, and 125 pictures which covered an entire page.
All of the seven textbooks had pictures located on
the upper half of a page. Book F had the greatest number
in this location - 1?2. Book B had the least number in
this location - 42. Book G had the second greatest number
in this location - 152, and Book D had the third greatest
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number with a total of 125.
Pictures that were located on the lower half of a
page ranged from a total of ninety-four in Book A to a
total of three in Books B and d. Pictures that were lo-
cated on the lower half of a page ranked second in number
to those that were located on the upper half of a page.
The least number of pictures were found in the middle
of a page. Book E had a total of thirt3r in this location,
while Books A and G had only one each in this location.
Book D had the greatest number of pictures covering
an entire page with a total of forty. Book C had the
least number - five
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NmiERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE LOCATION OF PICTURES
OF^SEVEN FIFTH GRAPE AIvERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
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A 165 5 11 4 7 26 218
B 47 5 15 4 2 1 74
C 141 3 7 0 2 11 164
D 133 24 21 14 20 42 254
E 171 4 2 0 0 30 207
F 247 3 20 3 4 10 287
G 86 3 35 18 17 29 188
Totals
vO vOo 47 111 43 52 149 1392
In textbooks A, B, C, L E, F, and G 990 pictures
were on the same page as the accompanying textual matter
forty-seven pictures were on preceding pages with textual
matter facing them; 111 pictures followed the textual mat-
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ter with textual matter facing them; forty-three pictures
were on a preceding page with textual matter not facing
them; fifty-two pictures were on pages following the tex-
tual matter and not facing the textual matter; 149 pic-
tures had textual matter, preceding or following them, but
not on the page immediately following or preceding.
Books that had their pictures with textual matter on
the same page ranged from Book F with a total of 247 pic-
tures of this type to Book B with a total of forty-seven.
The majority of pictures had their textual matter on the
same page, as 990 out of the 1392 pictures analyzed fell
in this category.
Pictures that were on a preceding page with textual
matter facing them ranged from a total of twenty-four in
Book D to a total of three in Books C, F, and G. Both
books A and B had the same number of this type of picture -
five.
Pictures that were on a following page with textual
matter facing them ranged from thirty- five in Book G to two
in Book S.
Pictures that were located on preceding pages not faC'
ing textual matter, ranged from eighteen in Book G to none
in Books C and E.
Pictures that were located on following pages, not
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facing textual matter, ranged from twenty in Book D to two
in Books B and C and none in Book E.
Pictures that had their textual matter on pages, not
following or preceding them, but on other pages, ranged
from forty-two in Book D to one in Book B. Book E had the
second greatest number of this tj^pe of picture with a total
of thirty, and Book G had the third greatest number with a
total of twenty-nine.
T^^LE IX
Nm/ERICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SEVEN FIFTH GRADE AIvIERICAN
HISTORY TEXTBOOKS THAT INCLUDE A LIST OF COLORED
PICTURES, INDICATE PICTURES IN THEIR INDICES,
AND ICSNTION PICTURES OF TEXTBOOKS IN THEIR ACTIVITIES
Book
Books that con-




















colored*Indicates that textbooks contain a list of
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tion the pictures of the text in their activities.
One book, Book D, contained a list of its colored
illustrations
.
Four books, A, C, E, and 0 indicated the pictures of
their texts in the indices.
One book. Book F, mentioned the pictures of its text
in its activities.
TABLE X
Nm.ffiRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE PICTURES THAT INCLUDE
PEOPLE MD THE PICTURES THAT DO NOT INCLUDE PEOPLE IE















A 181 83.03 37 16.97 218
B 67 90.54 7 9.46 74
C 133 81.09 31 18.99 164
D 222 87.40 32 12.60 2 54
E 190 91.79 17 8.21 207
F 172 59.93 115 40.07 287
G 146 77.66 42 22.34 188
Totals 1111 79.81 281 20.19 1392
In textbooks. A, B, C, D, S, F, and G-, 1111 pictures,
or 79.81 per cent of the pictures, included people. There
were 281 pictures, or 20.19 per cent of the pictures which
did not include people.
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The number of pictures that included people ranged
from 222 in Book D to sixty-seven in Book B.
The per cent of the pictures that included people
ranged from 90.54 per cent in Book B to 59.93 per cent in
Book F.
Pictures that did not include people varied from 115
in Book F to seven in Book B.
The per cent of the pictures that did not include
people varied from 40.07 per cent in Book F to 9.46 per
cent in Book B.
Textbook F was the most evenly divided in the number
that included people and the number that did not include
people with 59.93 per cent of the pictures including people
and 40.07 per cent not including people.
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rnffiER OF TB.IES PEOPLE ARE SHOM IN THE PICTURES
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TABLE XI (Continued)
NUlvIBER OF Tims PEOPLE ARE SHOM IN THE PICTURES
OF SEVEil FIFTH GRADE AI-'IERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Number of times





















De Soto, Hernando 1
shown in
Textbooks







2 1 1 4 3
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 2 1 3 4
1 1 1
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2 1 2 3
111 1 1 3 3
1 1 1 4 4
1 1 1
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4 12 7 3 5 7 26
1 2 1 1 1 6 7
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m/IBER OF TB/IES PEOPLE ARE SKOv^lT BT THE PICTURES




People shown in pictures A B C D E F G Books sho’wn
Drake, Colonel E. L. 1 1 1
Drake, Sir Francis 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 8
Edison, Thomas A. 1 2 1 1 1 3 6
Elizabeth, Q,ueen 1 1 2 2
Eisenhower, Dwight 1 1 2 2
Ericcson, Leif 1 1 1
Ferdinand, King 1 1 1
Ford, Henry 1 1 1
Franklin, Benjamin 2 1 3 3 1 3 6 13
Fremont
,
J ohn 2 1 2
Fulton, Robert 1 1 1
Gist, Christopher 1 1 1
Goodyear, Charles 1 1 1
Gorgas, Williaia 1 1 1
Grant, Ulysses 1 1 2 3 4
Gray, Robert 1 1 1
Hamilton, Alexander 1 2 2 3
Hancock, John 1 1 1
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TABLE XI (Continued)
NIBIBER OE TlilES PEOPLE ARE SKOV® IN THE PICTURES
OF SEVEN FIFTH GRADE AI'ESRICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Number of times
People shown in pictures A
shown in
Textbooks






Henry, Patrick 1 1 1 1 1 5 5
Henry, Prince 1 1 1
Hidalgo, Father 1 1 1
Hooker, Thomas 1 1 1 3 3
Hoover, Herbert 1 1 1
Houston, Sarauel 1 1 1
Howe, Elias 1 1 2 2
Hudson, Henry 3 1 3
Hutchinson, Ann 1 1 1
Isabella, Queen 1 1 1
Jackson, Andrew 1 1 1 3 3
Jackson, Stonewall 1 1 2 2
Jefferson, Thomas 1 1 1 2 4 3
Joliet, Louis 1 1 1 1 1 5 5
Jones, John Paul 1 1 1
Juarez 1 1 1
Key, Francis Scott 1 1 2 2









































































NUMBER OF TBffiS PEOPLE ARE SHOVJN IN THE PICTURES
OF SEVEN FIFTH GRADE AJ.TERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Number of times
People shovm in pictures A
shown in
Textbooks






LaSalle, Robert 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6
Lee, Robert E. 1 1 1 3 1 5 7
Lewis, Meriwether 1 2 2 1 1 5 7
Lincoln, Abraham 1 2 5 3 3 3 6 17
Lucas, Eliza 1 1 1
Lyon, Mary 1 1 1
MacArthur, General 1 1 1
Madison, James 1 1 1
Magellan, Ferdinand 1 1 2 2
Marconi, Guglielmo 1 1 1
Marquette, Father 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6
Marshall, Jame s 1 1 1
Marshall, John 1 1 1
McCormick, Cyrus 1 1 2 2
Minuit, Peter 1 1 1
Montezuma 1 1 2 2
Montcalm, General 1 1 1
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TABLE XI (Continued)
NUMBER OF TIMES PEOPLE ARE SHOVvN IN THE PICTURES
OF SEVEli FIFTH GRADE MERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Number of times
People shown in pictures A
shown in
Textbooks
B C D E F G
Total
Books
Ogelthorpe, General 1 1 2
O^Hara 1 1 2
Oswald, John 1 1
Pedro I, Prince 1 1
Penn, William 2 2 1 1 1 3
Peter the Hermit 1 1
Pike, Zebulon 1 1
Pizarro 1 1
Pocahontas 1 1 1 3
Polo, Marco 1 1 1 1 1 3
Ponce de Leon 1 1 2
Pontiac 1 1
Portola, Gaspar De 1 1
Powhatan 1 1
Raleigh, Sir Walter 1 1
Reed, Walter 1 1 2
Revere, Paul 2 1 1 1 4
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TABLE XI (Continued)
NUl'iBER OF TItSS PEOPLE ARE SHOvM IN THE PICTURES




People shown in pictures A B C D E F G Books shown
Rolfe, John 1 1 1
Roosevelt, F.D.R. 1 1 1 1 4 4
Roosevelt, Theodore 2 1 2
Sacajav/ea 1 2 2 3
San Martin, Jose De 1 1 2 2
Santa Anna, General 1 1 1
Sholes, Christopher 1 1 1
Smith, Jedediah 1 1 2 2
Smith, John 1 1 2 1 1 5 6
Squanto 1
Steubon, Baron 1
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TABLE XI ( Continued)
NUI..IBER OE Tli'IES PEOPLE ARE 3H0\^ IN THE PICTURES
OF SEVEN FIFTH GRADE AIvIERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Number of times
People shown in pictures A B
shown in




Verrazano 1 1 1
Vespucci, .Amerigo 1 1 1
Washington, Booker T. 1 1 1
Washington, George 6 4 6 4 8 1 6 29
Webster, Daniel 1 1 2 2
Wayne
,
Anthony 1 1 1
White, John 1 1 1
Whitney, Eli 1 2 2 3
Williams, Roger 1 1 2 2
Wilson, Woodrow 1 1 1 3 3
Winthrop, John 1 1 2 2
Wolfe, James 1 1 1
V/right, Orville and
Wilbur 1 1 1 1 4 4
Totals 56 35 27 48 88 62 6? 383
One hundred and thirty-nine people appeared a total of 383
times in the seven textbooks, George 'Washington was shown
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in the greatest number of pictures in one textbook. In
Book A he appeared eight times. Colurabus ranked second
with a total of twenty-six pictures. He also appeared in
pictures in all seven books. Lincoln ranked third with a
total of seventeen pictures.
In Book A, from a total of 139 people who appeared in
all of the seven textbooks forty-seven people appeared fif-
ty-six times.
In Book B, from a total of 139 people who appeared in
all of the textbooks, thirty- two people appeared in thirty-
five pictures.
In Book C, from a total of 139 people who appeared in
all of the textbooks, twenty-five people appeared twenty-
seven times.
In Book D, from a total of 139 people who appeared in
all of the textbooks, thirty-four people appeared forty-
eight times.
In Book E, from a total of 139 people who appeared in
all of the textbooks, sixty-five people appeared in eighty-
eight pictures.
In Book F, from a total of 139 people who appeared in
all of the textbooks, forty-six people appeared in sixty-
two pictures.
In Book G-, from a total of 139 people who appeared in
*f '
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all of the textbooks, fifty- six people appeared sixty-
seven times.
Book E had the greatest number of people shown - six-
ty-five, from the total of 139 people included in the pic-
tures of the seven textbooks.
TABLE XII
PEOPLE SHOV^ IN THE PICTURES OF ALL SEVEN TEXTBOOKS
Columbus, Christopher
Drake, Sir Francis
Two people were shov/n in the pictures in all seven
textbooks.
TABLE XIII
PEOPLE SHOM IN THE PICTURES OF SIX OF THE SEVEN TEXTBOOKS
Balboa, Vasco Lincoln, Abraham
Coronado, Francisco Marquette, Father
Franklin, Benjamin Washington, Ceorge
La Salle, Robert
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TABLE XIV
PEOPLE SHOvM IN THE PICTURES OF FIVE OF THE SEVEN TEXTBOOKS
Bell, Alexander Lee, Robert E.
Clark, V/illiam Lewis, Meriwether
Cortez, Francisco Penn, Y/illiam




Eleven people were shown in the pictures of five of
the seven books.
TABLE XV




Clay, Henry Roosevelt, F.D.R.
De Soto, Hernando Stuyvesant, Peter
Jefferson, Thomas V/right, Orville and
Wilbur
Eight people were shown in the pictures of four of
the seven textbooks
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Ten people were shown in the pictures of three of the
seven textbooks.
TABLE XVII
PEOPLE SHO'M IN THE PICTURES OF TV'/O OF THE SEVEN TEXTBOOKS
Baltimore, Lord Ogelthorpe, General
Boone, Daniel O’Hara
Clark, George Rogers Ponce de Leon
Davis, Jefferson Reed, Walter
Elizabeth, Queen Sacajawea
Eisenhower, Drwight San Martin, Jose
Hamilton, Alexander Smith, Jedediah
Jackson, Stonewall Steubon, Baron
Key, Francis Scott V/ebster, Daniel
Magellan, Ferdinand l^itney, Eli
McCormick, Cyrus Williams, Roger
Montezuma Winthrop, John
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Twenty-four people were shown in the pictures of two of
the seven textbooks.
TABLE XVIII
PEOPLE SHOWN IN THE PICTURES OF ONE OF THE SEVEN TEXTBOOKS
Adams
,
John Da Gama, Vasco
Addams, Jane Delaware, Lord
Allen, Ethan Drake, Col. E. L.
Barton, Clara Sriccson, Leif
Becknell, Y/illiam Ferdinand, King




Burbank, Luther Fulton, Robert
Byrd, Richard S. Gist, Christopher
Cadillac, Antoine Goodyear, Charles
Calhoun, John Gorges, William
Calvert, Leonard Gray, Robert
Carson, Kit Hancock, John
Carver, George Washington Henry, Prince
Charbonneau, Toussaint Hidalgo, Father
Churchill, Winston Hoover, Herbert
Clemens, Samuel Houston, Samuel
Clinton, Governor Howe, Elias
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TABLE XVIII (Continued)
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Sevent 3''-seven people were shown in the pictures of one
of the seven books.
TABLE XIX
PEOPLE RECOM'IENDSD FOR MIDDLE GRADE STUDY IN V/ESLEyI/rePORT
,
TEXTBOOKS VvHICH INCLUDE THESE PEOPLE IN THEIR PICTURES,
AND THE 1nIU]\/EER OF TIMES IN VvHICH
THESE PEOPLE APPEAR IN THE SEVEN AI^'ERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Total
People mentioned







Champlain, Samuel 1 2 1 3 4
Clark, William 1 1 1 1 1 5 5
Columbus, Christopher 4 4 1 2 7 3 5 7 26
Coronado, Francisco 1 1 2 1 1 1 ' 6 7
Cortez, Hernando 1 1 1 1 1 5 5
De Soto, Hernando 1 1 1 1 4 4
Drake, Francis 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 7
Franklin, Benjamin 2 1 3 3 1 3 6 13
Houston, Samuel 1 1 1
Jefferson, Thomas 1 1 1 2 4 5
LaSalle, Robert 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6
Coiumittee on American History in Schools and Col-
leges. American History in Schools and Colleges . New York,
Macmillan Co., 1944. p. W.
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TABLE XIX (Continued)
PEOPLE RECOlUvIENDED FOR I'XDDLE GRADE STUDY IN Vi/ESLEY REPORT,
TEXTBOOKS miCE INCLUDE THESE PEOPLE IN THEIR PICTURES,
AND THE NUiffiER OF TIMES IN V^ICH
THESE PEOPLE APPEAR IN THE SEVEN A1.IERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Total
People mentioned





Lewis, Meriwether 1 2 2 1 1 3 7
Magellan, Ferdinand 1 1 2 2
Marquette, Father 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6
Penn, William 2 2 1 1 1 5 7
Smith, John 1 1 2 1 1 5 6
V^ashington, George 6 4 6 4 8 1 6 29
V/illiams, Roger 1 1 2 2
Young, Brigham
Totals 21 21 17 10 23 27 23 21 142
Twenty-one people were mentioned in the Wesley Report
as being representative of the people included in fifth grade
American history textbooks.
Of these twenty-one people mentioned, eighteen were found
in the pictures of the seven fifth grade American history
textbooks analyzed. The three who were not included in anj’’
pictures in any of the textbooks were Daniel Boone, Gover-
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Twelve of the people mentioned in the Wesley Report
appeared twenty-one times in Book A.
Ten of the people mentioned in the report appeared a
total of seventeen times in Book B,
Nine of the people in the report appeared in ten pic-
tures in Book C,
Twelve of the people in the report appeared in twenty-
three pictures in Book D.
Fourteen of the people in the report appeared in
twenty-seven pictures in Book E.
Thirteen of the people in the report appeared in
twenty-three pictures in Book F.
Fifteen of the people in the report appeared in twenty-
one pictures in Book G.
The greatest number of people mentioned in the report
were found in Book G. Fifteen of the twenty- one people
were found in the pictures of this book.
Book C had the smallest number including these people -
nine
.
Of the eighteen people included in the pictures of the
seven textbooks, two appeared in seven textbooks, five ap-
peared in six textbooks, five appeared in five textbooks,
four appeared in four textbooks, one appeared in three text-
books, and one appeared in one textbook.
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NUI'ffiRICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE PORTRAITS INCLUDED
;
IN SEVEN FIFTH GRADE MSERIGM HISTORY TEXTBOOKS






i F - 7
- 0
Total - 17
In the textbooks A, B, C, D, E, F, and G there was a
total of seventeen portraits. Three textbooks had no por-
J
traits. Two textbooks had three portraits each. One text-
;i
I
book had four portraits. One book had seven portraits.
Book F had the greatest number of portraits - seven.
Book D had the second greatest number - four, and Books B
and E had three each.
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InIUMBER of pages of text, NUIBER OF PICTURES, mffiSR OF
COLORED PICTURES, NOffiER OF BLACK AND vVRITE PICTURES,
NUMBER OF PEOPLE INCLUDED IN PICTURES, NOT.IBER OF
PORTRAITS, AND NUl/IBER OF PEOPLE IN PICTURES V/HO
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The total number of pages of text found in the seven
American history textbooks was 2959. The pages of text va-
ried from 234 in Book C to 580 in Book D.
The total number of pictures was 1392. The number of
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pictures ranged from seventy-four in Book B to 28? in Book
F.
The total number of colored pictures was 354. The
number of colored pictures ranged from none in Book F to
150 in Book A. Six out of the seven textbooks included
colored pictures.
The total number of black and white pictures was I03 B.
The number of black and white pictures ranged from none in
Book B to 287 in Book F. Six out of the seven textbooks had
black and white pictures.
The average number of people included in the pictures
of the seven textbooks was 43.57 to each textbook. Book S
had the greatest number of people, sixty- five, out of a
total of 139 found in all of the seven textbooks. Book C
had the smallest number, twenty-five, out of a combined
total of 139 .
The total number of pictures, classified as portraits,
was small - seventeen out of a total of 1392 pictures were
classified as portraits. Three out of the seven books had
no portraits.
The average number of people who appeared in the V/es-
ley Report and in pictures in each individual text was 12 -
14 (See Table XIX) . Book G had the greatest number in any
one text. Out of a total of twenty-one people recommended
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The purpose of this study was to analyze the pictures
found in seven fifth grade American history textbooks.
To carry out this study, the pictures were analyzed
according to number, size, coloring, number and form of
captions, types, number of pictures to each page in each
textbook, location on each page, location in relation to
accompanying textual matter, the number of pictures that
included people and the number that did not include people.
A listing was made of the people who appeared in the
pictures of the seven textbooks, and a tabulation was made
of the textbooks in whose pictures these people appeared.
A frequency rating was made of these same people show-
ing how many pictures that they appeared in in each text-
book, and how many people appeared in pictures as people
representative of persons included in fifth grade textbooks.




pictures and pages of copy . In this study,
1392 pictures were analyzed from a total of 2939 pages of
text in seven textbooks
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The number of pages of text ranged from 580 pages in
Book D to 234 pages in Book C. Book A had the second
largest number of pages of text with a total of 451 pages.
The number of pictures in each book varied from 28?
in Book F to seventy-four in Book B.
Book D had the second largest number of pictures -
254
,
while Book E had the third largest number - 207.
The number of pages of text per picture varied from
1.4» in Text C, to 4.9 in Text B. Text 0 had the second
greatest number of pages of text per picture - 2.4. Text
D had the third largest number of pages of text per pic-
ture with an average of 2.3 pages per picture.
The average number of pages of text per picture for
the entire seven American history textbooks was 2.39.
Book F had the greatest number of pictures in rela-
tion to the number of pages of text. It had 28? pictures
to 430 pages of text.
Book B had the smallest number of pictures in relation
to the number of pages of text. It had seventy-four pic-
tures to 365 pages of text.
Various sizes of pictures . The majority of pictures fell
in the quarter to one half page category for size. There
were 902 pictures of this size in the seven textbooks. The
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more than half to full size picture ranked next in total
number of pictures -208. There were l62 less than quar-
ter size pictures, 103 full page pictures, and there were
seventeen double page pictures, the least in number accord-
ing to size.
Five books out of the seven had no double page pic-
tures.
Full page pictures were found in all of the seven text-
books, Book D had the greatest number of this size pic-
ture - forty-one while Book B had the smallest nimiber -
six.
More than half to full page pictures were found in
all seven books.
Less than quarter size pictures were also found in all
seven textbooks.
Coloring of pictures . The majority of pictures were black
and white. From a total of 1392 pictures, 1038 pictures
were black and v/hite. Three books out of seven had four
color pictures. Three out of the seven textbooks had two
color pictures. One book. Book F had all black and white
pictures. Six books had a combination of black and white
and colored. A combination of black and vi^hite and colored
illustrations would then seem to be the type most common
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for fifth grade American history textbooks
Captions . Six books out of seven had captions. Six books
had a combination of captions and no captions. The majori-
ty of captions were in statement form. Out of a total of
721 pictures with captions, 429 were in statement form.
Captions in phrase form ranked second with a total of 190,
and captions with a combination of questions and statements
ranked third in number with a total of 102.
Types of pictures . The majority of pictures were draw-
ings. Out of a total of 1392 pictures, 1132 pictures were
rated as drawings. Photographs were second in number with
a total of 143 out of 1392 pictures, and paintings rated
third in number with a total of 117.
Four books out of seven contained only that type of
picture designated as a drawing. Three books out of seven
contained pictures designated as paintings, and four books
contained no paintings.
Number of pictures to each page . Out of a total of 2959
pages of text, the majority of pages with pictures on them
had only one picture to a page. There were 1184 pages
with one picture on them. There were 123 pages with two
pictures on them, and three with three or more pictures on
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Location on a pa^e . The majority of pictures were located
on the upper half of a page. The next largest number were
found in the lower half of a page, and the minority of
pictures appeared in the middle of a page. Out of 1392
pictures, 772 were located on the upper half of a page,
423 on the lower half of a page, seventy-one in the mid-
dle of a page, and 125 covered the entire page.
Location in relation to accompanying textual matter . The
majority of pictures had their accompanying textual matter
on the same page. Out of a total of 1392 pictures, 990 had
their textual matter on the same page. The next greatest
number of pictures had their textual matter preceding or
following but on other pages. There was a total of 149 of
this type of picture. Pictures that were on a following
page with textual matter facing them ranked next in number
with a total of 111.
Pictures that listed colored pictures in tables of contents
,
pictures in their indices
,
and mentioned pictures of text
in their activities . One book mentioned its pictures in
its activities.
One book out of seven listed its colored illustrations
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Four books mentioned the pages on which pictures might
be found in their indices. This would indicate that the
latter method of mentioning pictures was most prevalent in
current fifth grade history textbooks.
Pictures that include people
.
had no people . The majority
of pictures in the seven textbooks included people, either
real or models. Only 281, or 20.19 per cent did not include
people
.
Number of times people were shown in the pictures of seven
textbooks . The majority of the people included in the pic-
tures, of the seven textbooks appeared in only one textbook.
This would seem to indicate that there is a great variety
in the choice of people used in the pictures of present-day
middle grade history textbooks.
One hundred and thirty-nine people appeared a total of
383 times in the seven textbooks. Of the one hundred and
thirty-nine people, only two, Columbus and Drake, appeared
in all seven textbooks. Seven people appeared in the pic-
tures of six of the seven textbooks. Eleven people v/ere
shown in the pictures of five of the seven books. Eight
people were shown in the pictures of four of the seven
I
books. Ten people appeared in the pictures of three of
i
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pictures of two of the seven textbooks. Seventy-seven
people appeared in the pictures of onl37- one textbook.
People Recommended in Wesley Report *s appearance in seven
textbooks . There were twenty-one people mentioned as
representative of people found in middle grade studies.
Eighteen of these people were found in the pictures of
the seven fifth grade American history textbooks analyzed.
The three people who were not included in any pictures
were Daniel Boone, Governor Bradford, and Brigham Young.
Number of portraits . There were very few portraits in the
seven books analyzed. From a total of 1392 pictures, only
seventeen were classified as portraits.
Limitations of this study . There are certain limitations
that are evident in this study. Not all of the textbooks
on a fifth grade level were analyzed. No attempt was made
to classify the content of the pictures that did not con-
tain people. No classification was made of the types of
people included in the pictures.
Suggestions for further study . Throughout this study the
follovi^ing topics came to the writer ^s attention as possi-
bilities for further research
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1. The same type of analysis could be carried out
with one series of textbooks comparing the pictures on
different grade levels.
2. The same type of analysis could be ma.de with a
larger number of history textbooks.
3. The same type of analysis could be made with'
geography textbooks.
4. An analysis could be made of the pictures that
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